Joint Comments and Recommendations
DNR Draft “Consolidated Strawman Management Plan Proposal”
March 13, 2017
In response to the draft “Consolidated Strawman Management Plan Proposal” released by
the Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR) on February 13, the Clean Chesapeake
Coalition (CCC) and Delmarva Fisheries Association (DFA) co-hosted a public meeting for
members and other stakeholders to discuss DNR’s proposed changes to current oyster management
areas and evidence a willingness to work with the Administration and DNR in fashioning a fair
and workable oyster management plan – which is long overdue. We applaud DNR for seeking
common ground among stakeholders and for recognizing the critical role of watermen and the
commercial fishery in the recovery of the Chesapeake Bay oyster.
The joint CCC and DFA open meeting was held on Saturday, February 25, at the Queen
Anne’s County Chesapeake Heritage & Visitor Center. Notes from the meeting are attached.
Following below are joint comments and recommendations concerning the DNR Strawman
Proposal (which are not intended to replace the specific comments and recommendations of any
county oyster committee):
1.

We support the broad goals of the consolidated plan outlined on page 2.

2.

Guidelines for Proposed Changes (page 3)
Shell: There should be a guideline stating a universal preference for natural indigenous
oyster shell as the substrate of choice for any future work in Bay Agreement sanctuaries
(Harris Creek, Tred Avon River, Little Choptank River). Implementation of any updated
oyster management plan should be conditioned on the availability of natural shell. The
Administration, DNR and OAC should continue pressing the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for approval of the Man O’War Shoal shell dredge permit. Maryland has waited
long enough for this critical element (shell) of our oyster restoration efforts; while
Virginia’s oyster fishery outperforms Maryland using our proven past practices.
Alternative substrate materials such as construction debris and non-indigenous shell pose
a threat to Maryland’s waters and aquatic ecosystem. For decades the EPA has addressed
the issue of PCB contamination in building material debris and bricks caused by the
application of PCB caulk. (https://www.epa.gov/pcbs/polychlorinated-biphenyls-pcbsbuilding-materials) Given the unknowns and questionable testing protocols for alternative
substrate, natural indigenous oyster shell is the most cost-effective and protective.
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Investment Protection: There should be a guideline to ensure that in areas where county
oyster committees invest funding and effort in cultivating bottom, planting and relocating
shell and/or planting seed as part of an approved rotational harvest program, they are
guaranteed the opportunity to legally harvest those areas (3-4 years after the investment).
Without such assurance, the investments made by commercial watermen consistent with
DNR’s oyster management plan are subject to taking by subsequent statutory, regulatory
or agency changes. This was the case in 2010 with the designation of certain sanctuaries
in locations where the industry had previously invested money and effort only to be denied
(without compensation) the opportunity to realize a return on that investment.
Management of Non-Harvest Zones: There should be a guideline clarifying that in a
rotational harvest area watermen are permitted to manage the non-harvest zones as they
deem appropriate to maximize propagation and growth (e.g., bag-less dredging, shell
planting, seeding).
Gear Types: Changes to harvest gear types should not be foreclosed. In the spirit of
adaptive management, DNR should have all fishery management tools at its disposal,
including the possibility of power dredging in proximity to Bay Agreement sanctuaries to
provide clean natural bottom for sanctuary produced larvae to set and throughout the upper
Bay to free natural oyster bars from smothering sedimentation.
3.

Types of Proposed Changes (page 4)
In item #6 regarding designation of the 4th and 5th sanctuaries in furtherance of the 2014
Bay Agreement, “restoration partnership sanctuary” should be defined (i.e., the partners;
the costs; the funding; the accountability framework). We also suggest that there is no rush
to pursue the 4th and 5th Bay Agreement sanctuaries when (i) the efficacy of sanctuaries 1,
2 and 3 where work has been performed is still in question, (ii) navigational hazards remain,
(iii) the work in 2 of the 3 current Bay Agreement sanctuaries is incomplete and (iv) the
return on the investment of significant tax dollars already spent in Bay Agreement
sanctuaries is negligible, at best.

4.

Consensus Recommendations
Bay Agreement Sanctuaries 4 and 5
There should be no rush to pursue the 4th and 5th Bay Agreement sanctuaries when (i) the
efficacy of sanctuaries 1, 2 and 3 where work has been performed is still in question, (ii)
navigational hazards resulting from sanctuary work remain, (iii) the work in 2 of the 3 Bay
Agreement sanctuaries is incomplete and (iv) the return on the investment of significant
tax dollars already spent in Bay Agreement sanctuaries is negligible, at best.
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OAC Member Dissention
The CCC and DFA equally agree that members of the OAC who actively supported House
Bill 924 during the 2017 General Assembly should be asked to resign for sabotaging the
work of the OAC and acting in bad faith. For a member of the OAC to proactively lobby
in support of legislation intended to thwart the ability of DNR to adaptively manage
existing sanctuary areas while DNR releases a proposed management plan inclusive of
OAC membership input is an affront to the hardworking OAC members and undermines
the OAC’s statutory role and efforts. The same ‘stakeholder’ NGOs who support HB924
and like legislation have had a grip on the management of the Maryland oyster fishery for
the past decade – at the expense of the commercial fishery – and with little to show but the
expenditure of tens of millions of taxpayer dollars and considerable harm to Maryland’s
seafood industry and local waterside economies.
MDOT Funding Audit
In the spirit of accountability, a comprehensive audit of the MDOT funding designated for
“oyster recovery” should be conducted. Over the years, the apportionment of those public
funds and the role of various State agencies, NGOs and vendors in the administration and
spending of those funds has become more bureaucratic and less transparent. This is an
important source of funding for the public oyster fishery that has a hard time of finding its
way to the county oyster committees without spurious conditions on when, where and how
much may be spent. The use of these funds has been trending towards administrative and
handling costs instead of in-water oyster recovery activities and, in some cases, is doled
out without competitive bidding. The use of the MDOT funding and related procurements
should be independently scrutinized in terms of cost-effectiveness.
Oyster Fishery Management as a BMP
Just as proven land-based agricultural activities are designated best management practices
(BMPs) for purposes of water quality improvement, eligibility for nutrient trading and for
meeting TMDL goals, so too should in-water oyster restoration efforts – including proven
oyster cultivation and propagation activities of the commercial fishery – be considered
BMPs and given due consideration in the pending recalibration of the Chesapeake Bay
TMDL. The oyster BMP recently approved by the Chesapeake Bay Program under the
coordination of the Oyster Recovery Partnership (ORP) is limited to harvested oyster tissue
by private oyster aquaculture practices. This approach led by ORP favoring private
aquaculture over all other oyster recovery efforts is self-serving for ORP (follow the
money) and too myopic to move the Bay TMDL needle.
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In their 2012 Native Oyster Restoration Master Plan for the Chesapeake Bay the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers estimated that if the oyster density in the Choptank River was
increased to 10 oysters per square meter over approximately 5,000 acres, 50% of the
summer input of nitrates and 350% of the summer inputs of phosphates entering the
Choptank River from stormwater runoff would be removed from the river. In the 2010
Bay TMDL, the EPA advised Maryland and Virginia to address oyster management in their
WIPs because a tenfold increase in the oyster population could remove 10 million pounds
of nitrogen annually. Note that USACE and EPA are referring to the ecological filtering
value of oysters in the water.
Commercial watermen, at no cost to the State or any taxpayers, already have increased the
State’s oyster population to perhaps over 5% of its historic levels through oyster cultivation
– in those portions of the Bay where allowed to do so. For an expenditure of no more than
several million dollars (not billions), commercial watermen in collaboration with DNR
through the county oyster committee framework could easily restore more and maintain
more than 10% of the historic oyster bars. Such prudently managed natural bars would
remove not only nitrogen, but also phosphorus, sediments and carbon required to meet
TMDL goals.
For the betterment of the Bay and its tributaries, large scale oyster propagation and fishery
management should be a priority best management practice element of the State’s WIP and
in county plans to meet TMDL water quality improvement goals.
The CCC and DFA support a policy of promoting restoration of historic natural oyster bars
and Bay wide oyster cultivation (dredging, shell replenishment, seeded shell relocation, and
rotational harvest) to increase the population of oysters throughout the Chesapeake Bay and its
tributaries as much as possible for their undisputed ecological value as natural filters and the
positive economic impact of a prudently managed fishery on local economies.
Attachment – 2/25/17 Joint CCC / DFA Meeting Notes

CONTACT:
Ron Fithian
Kent County
410-778-4600
rfithian@kentgov.org

Tom Bradshaw
Dorchester County
443-515-0612
tbradshaw@docogonet.com
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Capt. Rob Newberry
DFA
410-708-9851
rnewberry56@gmail.com

Chip MacLeod
General Counsel
410-810-1381
cmacleod@mlg-lawyers.com

